Fraunhofer UMSICHT
Osterfelder Strasse 3
46047 Oberhausen, GERMANY

Phone +49 208 8598-0
Fax +49 208 8598-1290

www.umsicht.fraunhofer.de
info@umsicht.fraunhofer.de

Please register at the reception at building A or building D. Without valid visitor’s ID it’s not permitted to stay on the area.

General rules of conduct:
Please observe the smoking ban. Photographing and filming prohibited. Entering of storage, pilot plant station and laboratory areas only permitted in company of UMSICHT staff members.

1. Reception (building A)
2. Multimedia room (building D)
HOW TO FIND US

BY CAR
Freeway A42, coming from Dortmund:
Exit Oberhausen-Osterfeld/New Mitte. Go straight forward onto Osterfelder Strasse. Follow Osterfelder Strasse towards »Neue Mitte Oberhausen« or »Oberhausen-Zentrum/Essen« respectively. After approximately 1.5 km at the traffic lights (behind the sign »Fraunhofer UMSICHT«) turn left onto Brammenring, turn right after approximately 100 m and tright again into the access road to the institute. (Institute and parking lot are on the right hand.)

coming from Duisburg:
Exit Oberhausen-Osterfeld/New Mitte. Turn right at the end of the exit onto Osterfelder Strasse towards »Neue Mitte« or »Oberhausen-Zentrum/Essen« respectively; to continue please follow the instructions above.

Freeway A 40, coming from Dortmund:
Exit Mülheim-Dümpten. Turn right at the end of the exit. At the next intersection turn left onto Mellinghofer Strasse and at its end turn left onto Essener Strasse. At the next major intersection turn right onto Osterfelder Strasse. Before the following traffic light turn right onto Brammenring; to continue please see above.

coming from Duisburg:
Exit Mülheim-Dümpten. Turn left at the end of the exit. At the next intersection turn left onto Mellinghofer Strasse; to continue please follow the instructions above.

BY RAIL
From Oberhausen central station with bus number 957 towards Kiebitzstr. or Graßhofstr. exit at the stop »UMSICHT«.

BY PLANE AND TRAIN/CAR
From Düsseldorf Airport terminal A/B/C take the Skytrain to Düsseldorf Airport Station, then change to the Regional Express to Oberhausen; to continue see: By train or if you are traveling by car take Freeway A 44 from the airport till you reach intersection »Düsseldorf-Nord«. Take freeway A 52 (direction Essen/Oberhausen). At intersection »Breitscheid« change onto freeway A 3 and keep going until you get to intersection »Oberhausen West«; from there turn onto freeway A 42 (direction »Dortmund«) and take the exit »Oberhausen-Osterfeld/New Mitte«; to continue see: By car.

Fraunhofer UMSICHT is situated inside Oberhausen’s green zone, for reaching the institute by car you need an environmental badge. We would advise you to brief yourself on where and how to get the relevant valid environmental badge for your car to avoid fines. Please, use internet search with key word »umwelt-plakette« to get the corresponding homepages providing the necessary information. The search word »ADAC« will lead to a homepage with general international traffic rules abroad. Have a good trip – we are looking forward to meeting you soon!